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ABSTRACT
The old "nature versus nurture" argument has

resurfaced in a new guise--the role of inherent ability or of
education as the source of skill and the reason for achievement.
Research shows that even one additional year of schooling raises a
person's wages. Even when the relationship among education,
productivity, and wages appears obvious, there is evidence for two
arguments. The screening argument holds that investments in education
reveal the job-relevant abilities and skills that students already
possess--stopping some while allowing others to pass through the
mesh. The human capital model argues that skills are acquired through
investment in education, which adds to the overall volume of ability.
Driving this debate is the notion of the returns provided both to the
individual and society by educational attainment. However, structural
changes in the economy, changes in policy, and shifts in demographics
illustrate how societal trends contribute to the fluctuations in
returns to education. Recommendations to find the most effective
location for educational attainment include the following: developing
better means of determining job-relevant abilities, encouraging
business-school networks, increasing retention and educational
attainment, and making educational loans and financial aid more
accessible to students for whom investment in educational attainment
shows real promise. (YLB)
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Challenge: To develop incentives for investment

in educational attainment in order to produce a

more productive, more competitive workforce.

What does the research tell us?
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How can policy address it?

Number 5

Enterprises Employers often fail to
communicate their needs for
certain types of skills. even
though they clearly determine
rewards for educational
attainment.

Ascertain exactly what qualities
firms want their employees to possess
and develop better measures of
job-relevant abilities: facilitate local
networks between businesses and
schools to ensure that agreed-upon
standards are met.

Schools As educational suppliers.
schools are too often content
to operate as screens that reveal
inherent ability and not as
vehicles through which
valuable skills are imparted.

Increase educational attainment by

encouraging students to remain in
school and by properly preparing
them for the workforce or for
post-secondary education.

Workers Most students and workers are
willing to accept the burden of
loans or deferred earnings in
order to increase educational
attainment.
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Help students to make sound
financial decisions by pro%itling
necessary information: improve
financial aid mechanisms to
increase opportunity f*()
educational attainment.
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"The Educational Payoff"
The old nature versus nurture argument has resurfaced

in a new guisethe role of inherent ability or of education

as the source of skill and the reason for achievement. \t
the heart of the discussion are practical questions: ,%ould

increased investment in educational attainment better
serve employers. schools, and individuals and. on a

grander scale. bolster the nation's economic and social well-

being? Now do the goals of reducing attrition rates and

increasing attainment of post-secondary education weigh in

the equation?

The debate hinges on the effect of schooling itself on

achievement. There is. first of all, the intrinsic risk that if

schools do not expend their resources effectively. pouring

more money into the educational system may only amount

to a waste of scarce funds. The crux of the issue. however.

is Nhether inherent ability, not quality or

quantity of schooling. determines a per-

son's likelihood for'-success." or wheth-

er education directly enhances,students'

talents and confers fundamental skills.

If. in fact. schools do more to reveal than

to augment capabilities. increased pub-

lic and individual investment in educa-

tion may not really affect American

competiti veness.

At present. monetary "rates of re-

turn- N ages of earners) serve as the

wages. Similarly. people who have degreeshigh school

or collegemake significantly more money than those who

don't. even if they hold the same position. What is it about

the educational experience that employers both seek out

and reward? Does the degree or extra year simply indicate

to employers a level of motivation and ability that an indi-

vidual already possesses? Although education yields in-

dividual returns, it is still unclear how much of that return

is the result of learning in the classroomand how those

skills translate in the workplace.

The Education Debate: Screen or Vehicle?

In a society that relies heavily on credentials for signal-

ing workforce preparedness. job markets stress education-

al degreesin part. because more direct measures of skills

and competencies are expensive and difficult to obtain. Be-

cause the relationship between academic degrees and skills

required in the workplace is indirect. there is doubt about

what academic degrees actually contribute to job perfor-

mance. There is ample evidence that employers consider

attitudes to be a strong determinant of job success. but it

Research has shown that even one additional year
of schooling, with or without a credential, raises a
person's wages.

only practica: measure of educational
\

outcome. Research has shown that even

one additional year of schooling, with or

without a credential, raises a person's



is as difficuit to confirm 1% hether these attitudes are formed

or simply re% ealed by classroom experience.

Even v. hen the relationship between education. produc-

tivity. and cages appears to be obvious. there is some evi-

dene for both arguments: that education functions as a

screen identifies the most capable students: and

that education represents a vehicle for

indi% idual and societal grovth and op-

portunity. In applied fields such as en-

gineering. tor example. course vork re-

lates specifically to on-the-job zictivit.

so that -;ticce is praticallv impossible

without formal training. On the other

hand. good grades e% en in these pro-

grams are poor predictors of perfinmance

in engineering jobsperhaps indicating

that %%hat a -indent learns in the class-

room ina not be the main factor driving

job performance.

To implement intelligent policy and

avoid the misdirection of funds. these

-opposing .:evss inti,t find some s tithe-

deSigllairS t\Nll positions in

this debate. kiumn as the "screening.

and "human capital- arguments,. The

screening argument essentiall holds that investments in

education reveal the job-relevant abilities and skills that

-tudents alread possess. .1dmission to selective colleges

and graduate program,. for example. identifies students

sith desiraide charateristi,. as does the ability to com-

plete demanding programs. Ilw human capital model. on

the other hand. argue, that all% ItIrreast in sages assoi-

ated with cnicational credentials is primarily the result of

-kill and anilities that v.ere acquired through iii%estinent

in education.

fo the \ tent that the screening model holds true.

-pending t, .paid educational attainment through pub-

lie policy may be a poor investment. an expensive way of

revealing information that does not create new capabilities

or potential. Here. school doubles as a sievesifting and

sorting students based on some level of talent or ability.

stopping some while allowing others to pass through the

mesh. A studs by Paul Taubman comparing the relation-

0 0 0 0 0
611 CI 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 4? 0 0 0 0

The screening

argument holds that
investments in

education reveal the
job-relevant abilities
and skills that
students already

possess stopping
some while allowing
others to pass

through the mesh.

-

ship betv yen educational levels and earnings of twins with

identical genetic make-up found that they tended to earn

similar amounts even after controlling for education.

Screening arguments do not necessaril% assume that abil-

ities are genetically based. but Taubman's study is an ex-

ample of hov inherent ability influences shat an individ-

ual achie%es. despite em iromnental influences.

1)n the other hand. if the human capital model is accu-

rate. !hen investments in education and training that result

in higher %%agus for indi%iduals also generate new capabil-

ities and ultimatel impr()% e the economys performance.

Such imestments are easier 1illstifL for public policy
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because the not only identify but actually improve indi-

idual learning and general productivik. Think of a glass.

half-filled \,ith mater. which represents the student's pre-

existing capabilities. Education iuhls to the volume ()labil-

ity. raising the level of liquid in the glass. Schooling, in this

ision. becomes value- added constantly enlarging the

potential of the individual and improving skills ..hich are

transferred on the job. The moue\ invested produces a

return of significant! \ greater .:due through increased earn-

ing and learning potential.

an example. flan Krueger and Joshua Angrist's
study investigates the impact of additional schooling On

earnings for students )% Ito did not complete high school.

(:ompuls()ry school requirements specify the age to cchich.

but not the number of '.ears that. a student must stay in

The :amen capital model
argues that skills are
acquired through
investment in education,
which adds to the overall
volume of ability.

-ehool befOre dropping out. Students horn earlier in the

ealendar year begin school at a younger age. placing them

one aade ahead of those horn later in the same sear.
\mong,indents \ho left school at the minimum age. those

)) ith an additional year of schooling command significant -

Iv higher \\ ages percent per additional year. For cm-

plovers. some element of that extra year signifies either the

expansion of skills or the development of attitudes. which

translates into advantages in the job market.

Returns to Education: Fuel for the Fire

Driving this debate is the notion of the returns, both to

the individual and society. that educational attainment fur-

nishesill the job market through increased wages and
higher le\ els of skill. and in the macro economy by impro. -

mg produtk it \ and competiti. (mess. The problem with

these arguments is that skill and ability are difficult to
measure. and studies much as the ones mentioned Amt.)

re. ert Uc .\ ages as a concrete gauge of success and capa-

bility. This measure. the rate ((f return to education. is a

relative concept. comparing the percent increase in earn-

ings associated with schooling to earnings without

schooling. The actual rate may not generalize re-

turns beyond the individual level. but it relates to

the 1.a.s in 1% hich policy shapes the level of educa-

tion in the economy: (breed.. through mandatory

schooling laces: and. indirectly. through tuition sub-

sidies and other incentives that reduce the cost of
securing additional education. Within this frame-

\.ork. students make decisions as individuals on the

amount of education they oill receive and whether

the re:. I burden assumed in the form of loans or

deferred earnings is an investment worth making.

The framev.ork falls short. howe\er, because the

rate of return only reflects personal gain and offers

a measure for ,omething that cannot be captured

purely by \ages. The real value of these figures lies

in the dramatic variation in the rate of return to education

since World War II and its relationship to the dynamics of

educational supply and enterprise demand in the labor

market. Supply changes. associated ..ith variations in the

number of people in an age cohort and the average amount

of education the receive. are easiest to track. Introdu-



ing universal education in the 1800s. for example. greatly

expanded the supply of workers able to perform clerical

work: the relative wage and social position of clerks fell

dramatically as a result. Changes in the demand for edu-

cation relate to structural changes in

the economy that expand the need for

certain occupations and contract the

need for others. 'this relationship was

apparent. for example. when OPEC

oil price hikes dramatically increased

new oil exploration and the demand

for petroleum engineers and geolo-

gists. rapidly raising their wages.

Changes in policy and shifts in

demographics. such as the C.I. Bill

and the entrance of the -bab boom"

cohort into the workforce. are also

examples of the wa.s in which soci-

etal trends contribute to the fluctua-

tion in returns to education. When
the GA. Bill expanded aes:, to education. it helped to
offset the increased demand for educated workers produced

b\ the tremendous post-war influstrial expansion. A t that

time. college graduates were paid a premium 2.3 times the

%ages of high school graduates. In comparison. the -baby

boomers--a generation not only larger in population but

also w ho stayed in school longer than their predecessors

dramatically increased the supply of college graduates.

causing their earnings to fail steadily throughout the late

I %Os. By 1074. college graduates earned only 1.2 times

the wages of high school graduates. This sharp decline in

the returns to college contributed to the % iew that the l .S.

contained a workforce of -in% ereducated Americans.

increases in demand point toward an inflation

in the returns to college education. \o one expects a re-

'vat of the heavy industries that produced high-paying jobs

for high school graduates. and the continuing collapse of

earnings for these workers should keep the relative earn-

ings of college graduates high. Signs of shifts in the distri-

bution of occupations toward jobs that require more edu-

cation also appear on the horizon. In short. education will

Changes in demand for education relate to

structural changes in the economyOPEC oil
price hikes increased oil exploration and the
demand for petroleum engineers and geologists.

continue to be a good investment through the foreseeable

future. Indeed, the fact that the returns to education are
rising faster than can he explained by changes in supply is

often taken as evidence that the demands for education

must be rising. The current rate, with inflation running

between 3 and 4 percent. offers an investment in education

that earns 10 or 11 percentwhich constitutes an attrac-
tive financial investment for individuals. in addition to the

social and personal benefits that education provides.

While dollar figures and percentages may imperfectly

represent rewards for ability. the concept of rates of return

to education can inform in% estment in education. All of the

dynamics influencing its fluctuation over time speak to

polio in different w a% sconsidering changes in demo-

graphics and attainment: watching occupational trends:

becoming aware of the changes in the workplace itself.

particularly where demands for workers with higher skills
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are increasing. In this sense, supply and demand not only

serve as a gauge for personal investment. they indicate one

answer to the education debate: if rewards for education

shift, and if it is the employer who ultimately determines

the value of these rewards in the market, then begin the

effort to determine job-relevant characteristics with the

employer. Employers perceive differences in employees

who have more credentials or even an extra year of educa-

tionand that is the point. Find out first which Charac-

teristics warrant the higher wages

before attempting to ascertain
whether they were bestowed at

birth or in the classroom.

To do its job properly. educa-

tion should serve effectively as
both screen and enhancer: chal-

lenging students to reveal their

talent and provUling tools for stu-

dents to develop skills and abili-

ties. The solution here involves

policy that links enterprises.
schools. and individualsto opt i-

mire the benefits of education.
increase the level of productivity

in the workforce. and reward
students for their individual in-

vestments. If employers could properly identify and sig-

nal workforce needs to schools. they in turn would have

direction for curricular reform to better satisfy those

needs and impart the necessary skills. Individuals in this

case would be better able to make decisions about

educational attainment.

7
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ket demands. and when misdirected funding is wasted on

programs which do nothing to augment skills. It may be that

the glass which contains inherent ability and the contribu-

tions of education has a specific volume. limiting the ben-

efits of the returns that investment offers. After a certain

point, the glass might simply overflowparticularly if busi-

ness doesn't signal what it needs in its employees and

if policy cannot locate the places where these skills
originate or are imparted.

L55501.I

IF -ME EMPLOYER DETERMINES

THE VALUE. OF REWARDS IN TPE

MARKET, SEGIN 1.14E EFFORT TO

DETERMINE. J08- RELEVANT CPIARACTERISTIC5

v,irn4 EMPLOYEK.

Public Policy: Striking a Balance
There are circumstances in which increased investment

in educational attainment becomes ineffective: when stu-

dents acquire more formal education than the labor mar-

7

It is imperative, then, to develop skill standards and

achievement tests that provide screens for abilities which

are cheaper and more efficient than educational creden-

tials. If impending educational reform includes initiatives

that relate education more closely to the job market. pub-

lic policy should seek to enhance the effect of education on

job-relevant abilities. schools must make use of their ex-

isting resources. undergoing a kind of systemic reform that

improves the quality of the workforce and subsequently

influences the competitiveness of the nation.



We offer the knowing recommendations. to be consid-

ered at the outset of any discussion. to find the most effec-

tive location for educational investment.

Develop better means of determining job-rele-
vant abilities. particularly at the high-school
level. Schools could improve intern and co-op pro-

grams to allow employers to assess directly student
job perfOrmance as cell as additional measures of
performance in school: motivation. comportment.
teamwork. and interpersonal skills. Employers
could signal hoyy these qualities provide proxies for

future job performance that are superior to educa-
tional credentials. The gain Would be a better fit
between students and john and a better gauge (ilium

muchor him littleeducation is required for
a particular job.

Encourage networks between businesses and
schools by tying educational requirements and
standards to regions and subsequently to re-
gional labor markets. As emploers make clear
the kinds of skills they demand. job-relevant abil-
ities could be imparted at the secondary level.
Firms. schools. and policy makers working concert-

edly- should ensure that these characteristics are in-

corporated into educational programs.

Increase retention and educational attainment.
to investment that could increa:;e the number

of students %%ho graduate from high school is
certainly worth making. The sharp drop in earnings

for high school -drop-outs- indicates that even
inure should he done to build on the considerable
progress already made this past decade in

reducing attrition rates. Alan Kimger's eY idence

alone. which determines gains from additional
schooling even for those who do not complete
high school makes a case for raising the age for
compulsory schooling.

Make educational loans and financial aid more
accessible to qualified students for whom an in-
vestment educational attainment shows real
promise. . lhat is needed are the mechanisms:
policy could direct improvements in student loans
and other arrangements that allow students to pay
for education with the financial benefits they re-
ceive later in life. A recent example is President
Clinton's plan to substitute national service for the
payment of educational loans. which would provide
students not only y.ith affordable credentials but
also a guarantee of employment and jot) experience
upon graduation. In addition. most financial aid
programs favor traditional students between the
ages of 17 and 21. liefOrm of financial aid should
give greater consideration to the "new majority- of
non - traditional students y. ho do not enter college

directly upon graduation from high school.

Finding alternative methods for screening y ould begin

to reconcile the problem of determining whereand how

muchinvestment in education is beneficial. llowever.
if at present it does nothing more than to increase
high school retention and assist in the attainment of post-

secondary education. it is money cell spent. Investing in

education compares to spending on upgrading the nation's

infrastructure or modernizing industrial plants: the long-

term benefits overshadou the immediate expense. And al-

though research should not lead simply to a call for more

research. %ye need to determine chat knowledge. skills.

and abilities are really needed on the joband how to
impart these characteristics. not simply reveal them.
through educationtransiOnning the classroom experience

from an opaque screen to a .chicle that carries prepared

students to the workplace.
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The National Center on the

Educational Quality of the Workforce

EQW is a partnership between one of this nation's premier business
schools and one of its leading graduate schools of education. Estab-
lished by the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School and Gradu-
ate School of Education under a cooperative agreement with the U.S.

Department of Education. EQW's program of research and polio
analysis takes as its principal challenge the renewal of American
competitiveness through leveraged investments in the quality of the

nation's workforce.

The EQW research agenda focuses on four broad questions:

I. What do emphwers need to know to better use the skills their workers
bring with them and acquire in the workplace?

2. How can schools and other providers become more effective sup-
pliers of skilled and disciplined workers?

3. How can workers develop more complete skills portfolios that
combine the competencies and disciplines a productive economy
requires?

4. What is the best role for public polio in the development of a work-
related education and training market that efficiently links consum-
ing firms. supply ing schools, and educated workers?

EQW is advised l) an 12- member National Panel:

Ralph Saul. Chair
Former Chairman of the Board
UGNA Corporation

Fletcher Byrom
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kopperc Curniurny.

Edward Donley
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Thomas Lang-fin
President
The Pew Charitable Trusts

Claudine Malone
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Consulting, Inc.
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Nlartin Nlecerson
President Emeritus and
t niversitv Professor
University of Pennsylvania

Shaun O'Malle
Chairman and Senior Partner
Price Waterhouse

Thomas Piw zant
Superintendent of Schools
San Diego. California

Donald Stewart
President
The College Board

Yoshio Terasaw a
Member
The House of Councillors,

Japan
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The Research Connection

Each EQW ISSUES grows out of the Center's linking of research and
practice. The process begins with the identification of a key issue or
problem ,nd the research that best illuminates it. That research is next
presented to a Sounding Board comprised of key practitionersexecu-
tives, educators. polic makers. and analystswho contribute to and
help shape. but are not responsible for, the resulting EQW ISSUES.

For this issue. the Sounding Board consisted of senior SC holars. policy
analysts concerned with the educational quality of the workforce. and
members of an EQW W ashington Public Policy seminar.
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of Educational Research and Improvement. U.S. Department
of Education.
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